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Becky and Christa have been suffering from back pain since their early 20’s.  The
two 40-year-old women have learned first hand that they need The Beam to help
release muscle tension from injuries, stress, bad habits and ageing.

For years they tried different tools, but it wasn’t until they discovered stretching
with a piece of foam that supported their spine during a yoga class that they
truly found relief.  Bringing a new fitness product to market is no small task but
one that Christa and Becky met head-on with the end goal to get The Beam into
the hands of other Canadians who would benefit from its use.

Nimbleback’s full line of beams come in different colours, densities, and sizes.
Our easy to follow instruction sheet and videos are for all skill levels and the
Nimbleback exercises can be used on the floor, chair or against a wall.
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After years of experiencing the
unpleasantness of back tension,
Becky Goulet and Christa Geddes
found an at-home solution to back,
neck and shoulder tension.  They
founded Nimbleback Inc. and
created The Beam, a yoga-style tool
designed to release, relax and
restore the core.

Founded by two best friends with a common dream

… to live without back pain. 

Nimbleback Story

http://www.nimbleback.com/


W H O  S H O U L D  T R Y  T H E  B E A M ? ?
Anyone who has ever felt the unpleasantness of tension 

Office workers                Athletes                Teens             Parents and caregivers

Aging population         Commuters         Athletes         Labourers

First Responders           Hygienists           Teachers       Healthcare workers

B E N E F I T S

80% of people have back tension which results in 28 million

Canadians that could benefit from using The Beam

Benefit to Users

Stretching with The Beam™is recommended by
Chiropractors, Massage Therapists, and Physiotherapists



Release tension with

stronger intensity. Perfect

for users who like a deep

tissue massage.  The Firm

Beam can also be used for

balance exercises and

releasing tension in the

feet. 

Great as a starter product for

people new to stretching or

core training. Perfect for

users who prefer a softer

touch or who have less

muscle/tissue on their back.

Designed for Nimbleback's

aging clientele. 

Restore your core while on

the go.  The travel Beam can

be used in a chair and can fit

easily into carry on luggage.

Using The Beam while

sitting can help improve

posture and reduce tension

caused by slouching

628250216011

Firm Green Beam

39.5 x 2.75 x 1.6 

$39.95 cdn

628250216028 

Gentle Blue Beam

39.5 x 2.75 x 1.6

$39.95 cdn

628250216059 

Firm Green Travel Beam

27.5 x 2.75 x 1.6

$29.95 cdn

Gentle Beam Firm Beam Travel Beam

The Beam is a self-care tool used for posture.  Use

with yoga style stretching and your breath.

Gentle, Firm, Travel

UPC
 

Description
 

Dimensions
 

Price/SRP
 



Firm
50%

Gentle
27%

Combo
23%

Product Details

Buyer's Choice

Manufactured with feedback from chiropractors,

massage therapists, yoga teachers and our customers! 

Gentle  & Firm

A l l  B e a m s  a r e  L a t e x - f r e e ,  W a t e r p r o o f ,  S w e a t  R e s i s t a n t .  
M a d e  w i t h  P o l y e t h y l e n e  a n d  E V A  f o a m .



Examples of instruction sheet + Nimbleback Inc.

YouTube Channel for FREE video's. 

Exercises Included

Note: Instructions sheets are bilingual - English/French

https://nimbleback.com/pages/how-to-use-the-beam
https://nimbleback.com/pages/how-to-use-the-beam


The Beam is a foam rollers’ best friend, they

compliment each other. The Beam by

Nimbleback is different in the way that it

allows the user to just release and relax as it

is more stable than a foam roller.  The Beam

by Nimbleback does not require the user to

have stability and coordination.

Foam Roller  + The Beam
Why should you use The Beam by Nimbleback when

you already use a foam roller?



Add to Wellness routine
The Beam can easily be added to your daily routine.



"As a massage therapist I see a lot of people with back and neck tension and it often stems from their posture

at a desk and computer. The Beam helps me work smarter. We have The Beam in every massage room and

use it during the treatment. The relaxed, resting position of The Beam softens the tension in the chest, neck,

and shoulders so that my treatment of massage therapy creates greater results!  Our clients like the open,

relaxed posture they can maintain at home.  

The Beam is for Massage Therapists too!  Since resting on it during my breaks I have noticed fewer

headaches and less fatigue overall. I even have my 11-year-old daughter using it, because as a swimmer she

has tight shoulders and lats! The Beam really works and I love it at the clinic, at home and when I travel!"

Pam Kats | Mom | RMT | Owner at South West Massage And Wellness Centre

Professional Testimonials

"I have been a Doctor of Chiropractic for 26 years and think The Beam™ is one of the most ingenious back

supports I have seen to date. It is affordable, portable and easy to use. I recommend it to help with neck

problems, upper back discomfort, and postural problems. Our society has become sedentary and the forward

posture most kids and adults spend the majority of their day in causes upper back and neck strain. The

Beam™ gently helps pull everything back to an upright posture. It is awesome because patients can use it

easily at home. It feels good and 10 minutes a day has great benefits. My patients, young and old love The

Beam™!”

Dr. Amber Gardiner, D.C., B.Sc. | Gardiner Family Chiropractic Centre  

What health care professionals have to say about

The Beam

CHIROPRACTOR RECOMMENDED  

MASSAGE THERAPIST RECOMMENDED

"I am a physiotherapist in a private clinic and have been using The Beam with many of my motor vehicle

accident and post-concussion patients for postural retraining types of exercises. We have found it is a

comfortable option when a full foam roller is too much."

Kristen Hunter MScPT, BKin 

PHYSIOTHERAPIST  THERAPIST RECOMMENDED



What consumers have to say about The Beam

Consumer Testimonials

"What an AMAZING product!!!! After having a pinch in my shoulder for months with no improvement, directly

after starting using The Beam, it immediately started to improve drastically. It is still there, but far less than it

has been for the past months and I know it will be gone in a couple of weeks or so. Also, I have mentioned to

you about my lower back. This especially was a problem after shopping, the stop-and-go and standing still

looking through racks, really killed my lower back, especially when I had to bent it after a day of shopping, I

had to do my best not to throw it out. However, we went shopping Saturday after having used The Beam for

less than a week, and I had no problems with my lower back whatsoever!! The Beam is truly magic!! THANK

YOU!!" 

Sander Koot

THE BEAM IS MAGIC

"After suffering injuries from two motor vehicle accidents, I’ve dealt with back and neck tension for most of my

adult life. Being active in Yoga and Pilates and regular treatments from various practitioners has helped

manage the tension. I began using the beam in June 2015 and it’s made a dramatic impact in my everyday

life and compliments my treatments as an added bonus. I use the beam daily. I find the mornings the most

valuable after being static for several hours. 

As a bonus you can take the beam anywhere you go, it fits great in a carry-on!" 

Devon McLaughlin

USE THE BEAM DAILY

"I like to put my Beam at the back of my chair. It keeps my posture straight which reduces strain on my

shoulders and keeps my hips straight. The Beam has worked wonders for me. I'm so grateful for this product."

Brandi Gonsalves

USE IT IN A CHAIR

"As a dental hygienist who has been practicing for over 16 years, I have come to accept that having a bad

back was "part of the job". Well not anymore! Since I started using The Beam, I've noticed a significant

difference in how I feel throughout the day! Using it daily for 5-10 minutes allows me to feel stretched and

relaxed.The best part of The Beam is that it can be used anywhere, anytime and the exercises they provide are

easy, yet very effective. I would recommend The Beam for my fellow dental professionals because we can all

benefit from backs that do not ache during the day. You owe it to yourself to take care of your back and this

product makes is effortless. "

Cathy Delios | RDH

THE BEAM IS EFFORTLESS



"Going from a career which involved sitting at a desk and analyzing data for 10 years to sitting around

breastfeeding a newborn around the clock, my neck/shoulders and back basically gave up. I had constant

tension that a massage would fix for a week or two, and Chiro would only help for a week tops. I purchased

the beam with high hopes that it would relieve the tension in my shoulders and neck – two words – MIND

BLOWN. Laying on the beam at night for ten minutes has allowed me to let go of my tension. I would not

hesitate to recommend the beam to any office professional, and anyone experiencing neck/shoulder/back

tension. The beam has single highhandedly saved me hundreds of dollars in massage and chiro."

Kirsten HookCyber Security Engineer

"After suffering injuries from two motor vehicle accidents, I’ve dealt with back and neck tension for most of my

adult life. Being active in Yoga and Pilates and regular treatments from various practitioners has helped

manage the tension. I began using the beam in June 2015 and it’s made a dramatic impact in my everyday

life and compliments my treatments as an added bonus. I use the beam daily. I find the mornings the most

valuable after being static for several hours. 

As a bonus you can take the beam anywhere you go, it fits great in a carry-on!" 

Devon McLaughlin

"As a dental hygienist who has been practicing for over 16 years, I have come to accept that having a bad

back was "part of the job". Well not anymore! Since I started using The Beam, I've noticed a significant

difference in how I feel throughout the day! Using it daily for 5-10 minutes allows me to feel stretched and

relaxed.The best part of The Beam is that it can be used anywhere, anytime and the exercises they provide are

easy, yet very effective. I would recommend The Beam for my fellow dental professionals because we can all

benefit from backs that do not ache during the day. You owe it to yourself to take care of your back and this

product makes is effortless. "

Cathy Delios | RDH

What consumers have to say about The Beam

Consumer Testimonials

MIND BLOWN

USE THE BEAM DAILY

"I like to put my Beam at the back of my chair. It keeps my posture straight which reduces strain on my

shoulders and keeps my hips straight. The Beam has worked wonders for me. I'm so grateful for this product."

Brandi Gonsalves

USE IT IN A CHAIR

THE BEAM IS EFFORTLESS



"What an AMAZING product!!!! After having a pinch in my shoulder for months with no improvement, directly

after starting using The Beam, it immediately started to improve drastically. It is still there, but far less than it

has been for the past months and I know it will be gone in a couple of weeks or so. Also, I have mentioned to

you about my lower back. This especially was a problem after shopping, the stop-and-go and standing still

looking through racks, really killed my lower back, especially when I had to bent it after a day of shopping, I

had to do my best not to throw it out. However, we went shopping Saturday after having used The Beam for

less than a week, and I had no problems with my lower back whatsoever!! The Beam is truly magic!! THANK

YOU!!" 

Sander Koot

The Beam is an excellent stress relief. There is a learning curve.....don't be disappointed if you don't get instant

relief. I worked my way up to increase time on the beam using recommended exercises. Got rid of 'axe'

between shoulder blades that I have had for over 10 years!!!!!!!! Most relief i previously had for that was a few

hours relief after chiropractor. If I could pull off a cartwheel I would I am that delighted! Thank you for such a

wonderful product!!!

TSC Customer 

What consumers have to say about The Beam

Consumer Testimonials

THE BEAM IS MAGIC

WOW!!!!

I purchased this duo over a year ago and have to say it has never let me down. My lower back at times is so

bad I can barely walk. Stretching with these(I purchased the firm) has helped me a lot. I followed the little

guide that came with it and all I can say is - try it. If it works to save pain for you the way it has for me, you will

not be sorry. I suffer from some disc degeneration and sciatica pain .

TSC Customer

PAIN RELIEVER

I followed a workout on YouTube for this product. It gave me good release for my upper back, shoulders and

hips. Wonderful addition to my home gym.

TSC customer

GREAT PRODUCT



I'm certain many people will find this firm foam will do a good job in helping them with pain. Unfortunately, I'm

not one of them. The product presenter mentioned that you could use the foam on your bed if you had

difficulty getting down on the floor. I tried it on my bed and by the time I got myself centred on the Beam, I

was plumb worn out! The Beam just didn't stay put on the bed. It really didn't work very well for me. I think you

need the stability of the floor so you can center yourself along the Beam and slowly lower your body following

the line of the Beam. Using the chair wasn't much better for me. To those of you who did manage to work with

this item, I envy you. As for me. I will continue my never-ending search for pain relief.

TSC Customer

T
TWe love this product! I've been dealing with recurring back spasms for a few years and always searching for

something to help when the back spasms flare. We recently ordered two of the Beams, the Firm for my

husband and the Gentle for myself. We are both very impressed with how they help to loosen tight muscles

and ultimately help with pain. It's amazing how many different stretches the Beam can be used for and there is

also a variety of videos that are very helpful. The Beam is really a great product for a reasonable price and is

easy enough for anyone of any age to use. The Nimbleback company is very helpful with answering any

questions you have and has outstanding customer service.

TSC Customer

What consumers have to say about The Beam

Consumer Testimonials

I bought the firm beam. I use it daily. I lie on it for a few minutes and then do some of the moves that are

suggested. A couple of days a week I do the 30 min yoga program that is on youtube - used in conjunction

with the beam. The beam is very good for rounded shoulder or middle and lower back discomfort

TSC Customer 

FABULOUS

Simple to use, feels good to let go.

TSC Customer

THIS IS A GOOD TOOL FOR A FITNESS ARSENAL.

To get the full benefit of this product, I strongly recommend checking out the Beam Yoga workout on

YouTube. It is an excellent workout moving at a gentle pace.

TSC Customer

CHECK THE YOUTUBE VIDEO!

THIS ITEM WAS NOT FOR ME.

A GREAT PRODUCT! 



When you do not stand up straight and are hunched, your shoulders will move forward. Our users feel that

their posture is improved and when they get off of The Beam they remember to stand up straight and keep

their shoulders relaxed.  The Beam feels like it forces you to be aware of your body while contracting those

core muscles and forcing you to keep your head and shoulders back.   The Beam makes it easy for your

posture to do what it should be doing!

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

As you lie on The Beam, you will feel your shoulder blades sinking away from your body while they move

towards the floor, you really want to think about yoga style deep belly breathing, inhale and then exhale. 

 Think about letting go and allowing gravity to help open up your chest. The Beam helps your shoulder

blades fall to the floor, starting to release the muscle tension that you carry across your chest.   Every time you

take a deep breath and relax, you will feel yourself sink into The Beam further while gravity is doing most of

the work. Always remember to keep your shoulder blades towards the mat, it's really important to let the

shoulder blades fall away from your back.

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO YOUR BODY WHEN YOU USE THE BEAM?

WHAT WILL THE BEAM DO FOR YOU?

You can lay a towel or blanket onto The Beam, this will soften the way it feels on your back and you can then

work your way up to the firm as you get less tight. Many of our customers will purchase the combo pack and

will start with the gentle beam and then work up to the firm as they get stronger.  We provide a video that will

get you comfortable on your gentle or firm beam.

WHAT IF THE BEAM IS TOO HARD?

WHERE CAN I USE THE BEAM??

The Beam is portable and easy to travel with and can be used at home, work, the gym, yoga class, injury and

treatment facility, on a plane or in a car.  Use it on the floor, against a wall or in a chair.

HOW IS THE BEAM GOING TO HELP YOUR BODY?

It's important to help both your body and mind, by doing a little bit of meditation at the end of the day or

stretching on The Beam will help you release the stress of your day.  We offer a 10 -minute meditation on The

Beam and a 30-minute yoga class that will help you build strength. You will release your tight muscles and

feel rejuvenated after using The Beam.  There are a lot of benefits to using The Beam and you would



The Back Booster.   See instruction sheet.  

Your tense back muscles will release as your shoulder blades fall onto the floor and this is the simplest way to

use The Beam.  When you are on the mat, The Beam is going to start just above your tailbone and you will

leave a fist-width from your tailbone to The Beam and you're going to leave The Beam centred along your

spine. You may want to lay onto The Beam slowly, then you breathe and just let your body fall into The Beam. 

 Use gravity and your breathing to help your chest open and your shoulder blades fall.   You will start to forget

that The Beam is even there, it may feel like your normal posture and that you are lying flat on the floor.   We all

have bad posture and are all hunched over, The Beam just puts you back into your natural position and The

Beam really gives you a really deep stretch through your chest. Many users feel The Beam makes them more

aware of their breathing.   The Beam will support your head and after 2 minutes, it may feel like it is not there

anymore as you start to relax.

Yes.  You can use both the full-size beam and our travel beam in a chair.  The full-size beam can sometimes be

too long while the travel beam can be supportive like a cushion.  Use it with an office chair while you are

working and you can easily stretch to help open up your chest to relieve your tight muscles while sitting.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

WHAT IS THE EASIEST EXERCISE WITH THE BEAM??

CAN I USE THE BEAM IN A SUPPORTIVE CHAIR?

The Beam is going to help your rounded shoulders.  Sitting with The Beam reminds you of your posture and

encourages you to sit up straight and not hunch.  Most people do not know that they are hunching when

sitting. using The Beam in a chair will help relieve the tension between your shoulder blades

WHAT IS THE BEAM DOING FOR YOU WHILE IN A CHAIR?

CAN YOU USE THE BEAM IN A WHEELCHAIR?

We have not had feedback from our customers in wheelchairs but a wheelchair is similar to many chairs.  The

Beam would work well to help the user release tension with movement after sitting for long periods of time.

CAN I USE THE BEAM IN THE CAR?

Yes.  The Travel Beam is similar to a backrest and supports your spine while driving or as a passenger.   The

Beam will also help you not hunch while driving.



The Back Booster.   See instruction sheet.  

Your tense back muscles will release as your shoulder blades fall onto the floor and this is the simplest way to

use The Beam.  When you are on the mat, The Beam is going to start just above your tailbone and you will

leave a fist-width from your tailbone to The Beam and you're going to leave The Beam centred along your

spine. You may want to lay onto The Beam slowly, then you breathe and just let your body fall into The Beam. 

 Use gravity and your breathing to help your chest open and your shoulder blades fall.   You will start to forget

that The Beam is even there, it may feel like your normal posture and that you are lying flat on the floor.   We all

have bad posture and are all hunched over, The Beam just puts you back into your natural position and The

Beam really gives you a really deep stretch through your chest. Many users feel The Beam makes them more

aware of their breathing.   The Beam will support your head and after 2 minutes, it may feel like it is not there

anymore as you start to relax.

Yes.  You can use both the full-size beam and our travel beam in a chair.  The full-size beam can sometimes be

too long while the travel beam can be supportive like a cushion.  Use it with an office chair while you are

working and you can easily stretch to help open up your chest to relieve your tight muscles while sitting.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

WHAT IS THE EASIEST EXERCISE WITH THE BEAM??

CAN I USE THE BEAM IN A SUPPORTIVE CHAIR?

The Beam is going to help your rounded shoulders.  Sitting with The Beam reminds you of your posture and

encourages you to sit up straight and not hunch.  Most people do not know that they are hunching when

sitting. using The Beam in a chair will help relieve the tension between your shoulder blades

WHAT IS THE BEAM DOING FOR YOU WHILE IN A CHAIR?

CAN YOU USE THE BEAM IN A WHEELCHAIR?

We have not had feedback from our customers in wheelchairs but a wheelchair is similar to many chairs.  The

Beam would work well to help the user release tension with movement after sitting for long periods of time.

CAN I USE THE BEAM IN THE CAR?

Yes.  The Travel Beam is similar to a backrest and supports your spine while driving or as a passenger.   The

Beam will also help you not hunch while driving.



Frequently Asked Questions

Our customer had surgery and wrote in saying she has been laying in a hospital bed and is so tight from not

moving and being active.   She has started to use The Beam in the morning and feels much better from laying

for such a long period.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Yes.  We recommend using the firm version as your mattress will have some give.

CAN I USE THE BEAM ON MY BED?

CAN YOU USE THE BEAM IN A HOSPITAL BED?

Depending on your comfort level and what trimester you are in, The Beam can be used while pregnant by

using it sitting up against a wall or on a chair/couch.  Before using The Beam while you are pregnant,

Nimbleback recommends consulting a doctor.

CAN I USE THE BEAM WHILE PREGNANT?

HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE BEAM?

Try to use The Beam every day and the beauty of it is that you can use it anywhere, anytime.    We recommend

doing our 30-minute yoga class once or twice a week along with our 10-minute guided relaxation meditation.

CAN I GO EVEN FURTHER THAN THE SIMPLE EXERCISES PROVIDED WITH THE

BEAM?

Yes.  Users can visit How To Use The Beam to learn more ways.

IS THE BEAM OKAY TO USE WITH SCIATICA?

Yes & No.  It depends on where the tension is coming from, stretching helps with sciatica but always talk to

your healthcare professional.  Speak with your chiropractor, massage therapist or doctor. We do have

chiropractors, massage therapists and physiotherapists that recommend The Beam to their patients for many

different reasons.We have a customer who has sciatica and just found out she had arthritis in her lower back.  

 When she uses The Beam it takes the pressure off her joints.



Our customer had surgery and wrote in saying she has been laying in a hospital bed and is so tight from not

moving and being active.   She has started to use The Beam in the morning and feels much better from laying

for such a long period.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

Yes.  We recommend using the firm version as your mattress will have some give.
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using it sitting up against a wall or on a chair/couch.  Before using The Beam while you are pregnant,

Nimbleback recommends consulting a doctor.
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HOW OFTEN DO YOU USE THE BEAM?

Try to use The Beam every day and the beauty of it is that you can use it anywhere, anytime.    We recommend

doing our 30-minute yoga class once or twice a week along with our 10-minute guided relaxation meditation.

CAN I GO EVEN FURTHER THAN THE SIMPLE EXERCISES PROVIDED WITH THE

BEAM?

Yes.  Users can visit How To Use The Beam to learn more ways.

IS THE BEAM OKAY TO USE WITH SCIATICA?

Yes & No.  It depends on where the tension is coming from, stretching helps with sciatica but always talk to

your healthcare professional.  Speak with your chiropractor, massage therapist or doctor. We do have

chiropractors, massage therapists and physiotherapists that recommend The Beam to their patients for many

different reasons.We have a customer who has sciatica and just found out she had arthritis in her lower back.  

 When she uses The Beam it takes the pressure off her joints.

IS THE BEAM OKAY TO USE WITH A HERNIA?

Talk to your health care professional.



OIt really is a personal preference.  If you are somebody with a lot of muscle tension, try the firm but if you're

very sensitive and don’t like deep tissue massages, try the gentle.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

No, it is the flat part above your bottom.  Click here for a yoga class that focuses on the Sacrum.

IS THE SACRUM THE TAILBONE?

WHAT IF YOU ARE REALLY OVERWEIGHT?  WHAT WOULD THE BEST

DENSITY BE?

Yes your head should be on The Beam, that is why it is so long.   The travel beam is really good for you to sit in

a chair but if you use it on the floor you can still rest your head on The Beam.

SHOULD MY HEAD BE ON THE BEAM?

WHAT IF I CAN’T GET MY HEAD DOWN ON THE BEAM WHILE ON THE FLOOR?

If you are tight and can't get your head down on the beam, put a pillow between The Beam and your head. 

 We provide a video with getting comfortable with your beam for you to learn about the modifications that

work for you.

WHAT ARE OTHER WAYS TO RELEASE TENSION?

Try a massage, go to the spa, for a walk or run, sauna, hot tub, steam, meditation, yoga.

WHY IS A GOOD BACK STRETCH IMPORTANT?

Stretching your back is important because stretching helps release tension in your back muscles.   If you don’t

take care of your back, nothing else will feel good so we all need to take care of our core.   The Back Booster

exercise reminds our customers of the benefits of a corpse pose that is practised at the end of a yoga class.

WHY IS STRETCHING AND RELAXING THE MUSCLES IMPORTANT?

When your muscles are too tight, you risk having an injury.  We have talked to athletes who try The Beam and

when they get down onto the ground their wrists are about 3 inches from the floor.  They put so much energy

into strengthening the muscles and give no thought to stretching.



Yes, our videos are free because we really understand what it's like to be stuck at home with back tension.

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Frequently Asked Questions

Both are important parts of maintaining your core.  

SHOULD YOU DO BOTH STRETCHING & STRENGTHENING?

ARE YOUR VIDEOS ON HOW TO USE THE BEAM FREE?

Yes. We have customers in their seventies and if you have trouble getting onto the floor you can use The

Beam on the bed.   We suggest if you use it on the bed, use the firm because the mattress counteracts the

give. If you don't want to use it on the bed or floor, you can use it in a chair or against a wall.  We have a lot of

options for you to get relief.

CAN SENIORS USE THE BEAM?

WHY IS STRETCHING AND RELAXING THE MUSCLES IMPORTANT?

If you are tight and can't get your head down on the beam, put a pillow between The Beam and your head. 

 We provide a video with getting comfortable with your beam for you to learn about the modifications that

work for you.

HOW DO I CLEAN THE BEAM?

The Beam can be cleaned with a yoga mat cleaner or soap and water.

CAN THE BEAM CAN BE USED WITH OTHER EXERCISES?

Nimbleback recommends adding The Beam into your regular exercise routine whether that be running,

walking, swimming, yoga, hockey, baseball, cross-fit, gymnastics, foam rolling, fitness classes and any other

activity you love to do to keep you moving.

CAN I USE THE BEAM ON AN AIRPLANE?

Yes.  The Travel Beam is similar to a backrest and will support your spine while you fly to help you relax and

allow you to stretch when needed.  You can use your travel beam on an airplane. Especially if you are a

nervous flyer, use it as a tool to relax and do breathwork. The Beam is really meditative and is a great tool to

help you stretch.   The Beam also helps you go into your pressure points and gives you something to focus on

other than what's that noise and what is the flight attendant doing.



Helping customers is the CORE of our company. Our goal is to relieve

tension not add to it. We will strive to: always be respectful, listen to

the needs of our customers, act in a timely manner, keep our

customers up to date, and will use feedback to implement change.

Orders ship via standard ground shipping usually within 1-2 business

day from the time your order is placed. Shipment will usually arrive 3-

5 business days after the order has shipped for most destinations.

RETURN POLICY UPDATE.  Nimbleback Inc. guarantees The Beam Firm, Gentle and Travel to be free

of manufacturer defects and to last 2 years from the date of your original purchase if used and cared

for properly. Should a Beam not meet Nimbleback Inc.’s standard of quality at the time it is received,

or if it wears out from regular use under normal conditions, we will replace the product. Damage

resulting from improper handling or care, post-purchase modifications, alterations, negligence, and

use for a purpose other than for which it was designed, are not covered by Nimbleback Inc. If the

Product proves defective during the warranty period, you may return the product at your expense

following the instructions we provide. If after reviewing the returned product, we deem it to meet the

criteria for returns, we will, at our option, take one of the following actions: (i) replace the Product

with a new product that is the same as or similar to the Product you purchased;  or (ii) refund to you

the purchase price of the Product. There is no assurance, representation or warranty that any

replacement Product will be identical to the Product returned to us. Product availability may result in

your receiving a replacement Product with a lower selling price than the original Product you

purchased. In all cases, Product comparability will be determined by us at our sole discretion. 

Criteria Not Covered Under the Guarantee: Uneven colour patterns, stains, or discolouration at time

of purchase or from creases and folds from improper handling and/or storing. It is best to lay The

BeamTM flat when storing for long periods of time damage from excessive amounts of water or

other liquids proper cleaning i.e. harsh chemicals, damage from a washing machine, vacuum

cleaner, etc. Damage from use other than yoga or similar fitness activities damage from outside

elements or factors normal wear and tear of prints such as fading, flaking or peeling

If you have a question that we have not addressed,

please email us at info@nimbleback.com.

Our Gaurentee 



Warehouse in Ontario

EDI Capabilities

Customized Program Development

Headquarters in Grimsby, Ontario

All prices are shown in Canadian Dollars.

Manufactured in China
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